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Chinese Attitudes to Service Technology 

 
Abstract 

 
Understanding of customers’ propensity to adopt technology based self-service 

(TBSS) is important to achieve channel benefits. We lack understanding of attitudes 
towards adoption in significant collectivist cultures. We develop understanding 
towards adoption of service technology in the Chinese context through use of the 
Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique. The work expands understanding towards 
technology adoption in collectivist contexts through understanding of individual and 
social orientations. Customers’ individual orientation leads to an appreciation of 
TBSS benefits. Social orientations relate to deeply and defining relational 
perspectives. TBSS threatens the social orientation and so develops negative attitudes 
towards adoption. These findings are significant for managers since they direct 
attention to the need to change fundamental attitudes rather than communicating 
benefits or teaching of new skills.  
 
Keywords: Chinese, technology adoption, technology-based self-service, social 

orientation, Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET) 
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Chinese Attitudes to Service Technology 
華人對於服務科技的態度 

Abstract 
 
 消費者對於自助式科技平台的態度，將決定企業組織是否能透過服務科技拓

展服務通路。現有的文獻皆源自於西方個人主義的理論，對於集體主義社會消費

者對於採用自助式科技的態度仍缺乏系統化與本土化的研究。本研究採質化的研

究取向，借由隱喻抽取法探索消費者難以言會與說明的思維與想法。 
 研究研究採扎根理論的分析方法，發展出 12 個開放式編碼，並以個人與社

會取向主軸分為 5 類（個人、團體、關係、權威與他人取向），研究結果顯示消

費者的個人取向關注科技本身的特質，與本取向有關的 2 項分類大致上與西方理

論一致，注重科技是否實用與易用，且華人消費者對於科技產品的第一印象中大

都認同科技產品能為其生活帶來便利性。 
 社會取向反映深植於華人心理的關係思維，本研究依照關注的對象將 10 項

開放編碼依關注的對象分為團體、關係、權威與他人四類取向。研究結果顯示消

費者不僅考慮產品的易用性與實用性，更考慮 (1) 透過科技協助個人融入團體，

展現於他人一致的行為或串連團體中的他人（團體取向）、(2) 消費者無法與科

技建立深入長遠的關係，也無法從此關係中取得便宜與好處（關係取向）、(3) 自

助式服務平台將使得使用者失去被服務人員服務的尊榮感，造成使用者更多的精

力投入與原有服務人員失業（權威取向），以及 (4) 造成使用者在公共場合暴露

自己的無知而失了面子（他人取向）。 
 社會取向展現出華人心理複雜的關係取向，也解釋為合華人對於科技產品初

期的態度較為保留，但擴散速度較快的特殊現象。本研究的研究結果有助經理人

了解消費者的態度，與建立適合華人心理的策略與行動。 
 
關鍵字：華人、科技採用、自助式服務科技、社會取向、隱喻抽取技術 
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Chinese Attitudes to Service Technology 
 
I. Introduction 

Firms and their customers have increasing opportunity to interact through 
technology. The customers’ willingness to engage with technology determines 
whether they and the firm realize potential benefits. Customers are increasingly 
technologically sophisticated (Parasuraman & Grewal, 2000) but, despite 
understanding technology benefits, are averse to use it if it creates feelings of 
discomfort (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000). Given the benefits to the 
firm of technology adoption (e.g., reduced costs) there is a temptation to force 
customers to adopt technology. However, this leads to negative attitudes towards the 
specific technology and the firm (Reinders, Dabholkar, & Frambach, 2008). 
Consequently, it is important to understand the attitudes that associate with adoption. 
This insight provides opportunity to influence customers’ cognitive processes towards 
adoption. 

Significant extant research addresses customers’ attitudes and antecedents 
towards adoption of technology (Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002; Kulviwat, Bruner II, 
Kumar, Nasco, & Clark, 2007; Parasuraman, 2000; Venkatesh, Morris, G. Davis, & F. 
Davis, 2003) and moderating effects (Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002; Shin, 2009; 
Venkatesh & F. D. Davis, 2000; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Zhou, Y. Lu, & Wang, 2010). 
Explanation of service systems should reflect the social context in which value is 
created with customers (Edvardsson, Tronvoll, & Gruber, 2010). The literature is 
critiqued for flawed assumptions of universality that emphasize a Western 
individualistic perspective (Cheng, 1994; Donthu & Yoo, 1998; Kettinger & C. C. Lee, 
1994). Collectivist contexts are distinct (Triandis, 1988) and characterized by 
interdependence with others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Matsumoto, 1999). This 
develops an orientation towards concern for others, seeking interpersonal relationship 
and creating and fulfilling obligation. These defining aspect influences service in this 
context. 

The adoption of a Chinese-collectivist social contextual perspective develops 
our understanding of service; demonstrated for service quality (Feinberg, Ruyter, 
Trappey, & T.-Z. Lee, 1995; Imrie, 2005; Imrie, Cadogan, & McNaughton, 2002; 
Stanworth, 2009), staff predisposition (Hsu, Stanworth, & Chang, 2009) and internal 
service (Stanworth & Hsu, 2010). The impact of the specific Chinese social context 
on cognition explains the distinct understanding of this context (C. H. Hwang, 1982; 
Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Yang, 1995, 1999). Our concern in this paper with 
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adoption as an attitudinal construct builds on the results of these context-specific 
cognitive processes.  

We set out in this paper to develop an attitudinal construct towards 
technology adoption in the Chinese-collectivist context. This is significant by 
developing the current individualistic perspective into the collectivist context. The 
integration of two specific perspective (the individualistic and collectivist) provides a 
sound basis for a robust and generalizable insight (J. W. Berry, 1989).  

 
II. Methods 

Attitudes are deeply ingrained and so hard for individuals to articulate. The issue 
of technology adoption the collectivist context lack research. Therefore, we required a 
method that could access and expose cognition processes in this exploratory study. 
The Zalman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET) (ZMET, Zaltman, 1997; 
Zaltman & Coulter, 1995) draws on a qualiytative methods heritage that is suitable for 
this purpose. ZMET, a hybrid methodology, draws on established qualitative and 
in-depth interview techniques of repertory grid and laddering. The core of the 
technique is photo elicitation in which respondents prepare their own images and form 
a narrative that reflects the subject under study. After a pilot test, we decided to direct 
respondents to consider adoption by focusing on the comparatively unknown 
technology of hypermarket self-check-out. The data collection process starts with a 
scenario that is designed to bring the subject of study into focus but without being 
directive. In this case: “When you at the shopping mall trying to check-out, by the 
counter these is a self-check-out machine, you will….” The interview processes 
related the pictures as metaphors to narrative. The interviews followed the established 
steps outlined by Zalman and Coulter (1995) in which subjects are directed through 
laddering and repertory grid approaches.  

Theoretical saturation that was found at six interviews but the interviewing 
process continued for a total of nine interviews. Respondents took a total of 172 
photos for interviews, which all conducted in Chinese language. The interviews 
ranged from 58 to 100 minutes and totaled 11 hours and 17 minutes. Transcription 
followed immediately after each interview.  

Researcher imported the transcripts and other data (i.e., images) into qualitative 
analytical software (i.e., NVivo 8) to facilitate creating categories, comparing 
meanings and data interpretation. Following the guideline of grounded theory (Strauss 
& Corbin, 1998), a total 12 open codes were identified. Most codes were labeled 
based on the actual words that respondent uses (i.e., in-vivo coding). The negative 
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wording was kept if most of the respondents referred the category as negative valance. 
After iterative process back and forth between open codes and data, the 12 open codes 
were further crystallized into five axial codes based on their similarity these open 
codes shared in meaning. This five categories classification system is inspired by 
Yang on the Chinese social orientation and respectively summarized in the following 
section. We believe that the five axial codes reveal explanation power of Chinese 
customers’ attitude toward technology adoption.  

 
III. Findings 

We define Chinese attitudes toward technology adoption through five 
orientations: individual, group, relationship with technology, authoritarian in 
self-service and other. 

The individualistic orientation towards TBSS adoption reveals respondents 
appreciate the potential benefits of technology-based self-service.  

Individual orientation. Across interviews, Chinese consumers’ first and 
immediate reactions toward unknown technology reveal their individual orientation. 
They refer to the personal and direct benefits of technology use and are concerned 
about the difficulty in realizing these benefits. The label of individual orientation 
suggests that these assessments of direct benefits are irrelevant to others and purely 
based on the evaluations on the benefits that new technology can bring. Two 
subcategories explain this orientation: convenience and uncertainty. Consumers assess 
the technology on its instrumental attributes (i.e., convenience and uncertainty). 
Extant research reveals that for Chinese the benefits of usefulness and ease of use 
have little effect on the intention to adopt (J.-L. Lu, Chou, & Ling, 2009). Our 
findings deepen understanding of this issue. The concept of convenience is dominant 
in Chinese society that centers on speed, efficiency and frugality (Faure & Fang, 
2008). Respondents appreciate that use of technology offers these benefits. Post 
adoption users develop an appreciation for these benefits that parallel the extant 
literature and findings of our pilot study (e.g., L. L. Berry & Lampo, 2000; Meuter et 
al., 2000; Walker, Craig-Lees, Hecker, & Francis, 2002). Therefore, a service that 
offers these benefits appears understood. However, adoption in the Chinese context 
concerns deeply held attitudes regarding social orientation rather than concerns with 
benefits or the mechanics of use. 

The social orientation c(Yang, 1995) concerns Chinese over riding concerns with 
interdependencies with others. Chinese consumers evaluate the technology on its 
symbolic attributes. These inform attitude towards technology as reflected here in 
orientations to the group, relationship with technology, authoritarian self-service and 
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the other orientation.  
Group orientation. Chinese hold an interdependent perspective of self (Markus 

& Kitayama, 1991) and often extend one’s self construal to include few people with 
close connections as in-groups (e.g., family, classmates, or work unit) (Yang, 1995). 
Belonging to in-groups is central in completing one’s sense of self and therefore, 
guides one’s all kind of life choice. Concerns about the sociability of an innovation 
explain the Chinese consumers’ reservation about technology adoption. Group 
orientation represents the social aspect of technology adoption. The technology that 
unites the in-group is sought and preferred. Therefore, Chinese consumers assess on 
technology adoption, beyond personal benefit (e.g., convenience) to consider over the 
opportunities for sociability in use of the technology. Two sub-categories explain the 
group orientation: desolation and progress. Technology adoption through 
consumption is a form of self-presentation to in-group members (Eckhardt & Houston, 
2008). We argue that perceptions of sociability of a technology relates to the 
effectiveness of the self-presentation and so managing one’s social identity. Chinese 
consumers may take a passive approach to show their deference or conformity to the 
in-groups to maintain the unity and harmony with others. It is also possible to actively 
establish one’s distinct social identity as progressive or autonomous. 

Relationship orientation. Managing guanxi (relationship) is central in the 
Chinese social life since the quality of ties defines the quality of exchange. The 
quality of connection can be understood as a continuum from affective (i.e., families) 
to instrumental ties (e.g, strangers). Each end apples different exchanges rules from 
unconditional offer to purely economic purpose (K.-K. Hwang, 1987). Therefore, 
individual seek opportunity to acquire benefits by increasing the affective components 
in a connection. The introduction of self-service technology, therefore, inevitably 
impacts on the extant ties with service employees and induce new a tie with 
self-service technology. To manage this new tie, Chinese consumers treat these two 
ties as analogous and evaluate them based on the potential for relational benefits. The 
negative metaphors in this orientation i.e., pretty dead, just a machine, cold, reflect 
concerns that relational benefits are limited. Effective connection are characterized as 
involving a limited and defined group who reveal sincere intentions, through adaptive 
interactions that reflect one’s needs, and individual concerns (X. Chen & C. C. Chen, 
2004). A technology encounter fails to provide these characteristics. Consequently, 
negative attitude develops. Technology has an inability to develop a long-term 
partnership as viewed through lens of the Chinese relationship orientation. 

Authoritarian orientation. Service employees view service provision as a way to 
show their deference to customers (Johns, Chan, & Yeung, 2003). Customers 
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appreciate respectful service that acknowledge and affirms their social status (Imrie et 
al., 2002). Taken together this suggests the customers-employee relationship can be 
understood in a hierarchy as analogous to the guest-servant relationship in the Chinese 
context. In this dyadic vertical relationship, each party has their own pre-scripted 
anticipation of role behaviors. Technology base self-service, however, eliminates the 
possibility of staff playing their role in a way that creates respect. The sub-categories 
including troublesome, incentive and unemployment reflect the impact of self service 
on Chinese customers’ assumption towards service co-production. In any given 
relationship, focus lies on mutual obligations and appropriateness of behaviors. 
Technology-based self-service shifts service employee’s work to the customer. This 
develops concerns for both parties in this dyadic relationship: question over potential 
unemployment for service employees and for customers’ expanded role in the 
encounter. Our findings reveal that Chinese customers consider the results for each 
party as unfavorable. This contributes to the negative attitude the Chinese hold 
towards technology-based self-service. 

Other Orientation. Chinese define others as social audience and this this differs 
from the social orientation in its lack of reference to visible in-group members. Others 
are defined as the non-specific collective and can be understood as an actual or 
imaginary audience in the social context (Yang, 1995). Chinese customers are 
sensitive to others’ opinion and criticisms as this concerns the impression made on 
others (e.g., losing face) (Hu, 1944). This orientation defines two complementary 
sub-categories: unease and guidance. Face is a core construct in the operation of 
Chinese social life. Other orientation develops the Chinese consumers’ underlying 
concerns regarding losing face, which was largely related to concerns about one’s 
knowledge and ability and expectation of others’ reactions. To prevent social 
embarrassment, Chinese consumer may choose not to use new technology in the 
public place. Guidance, as a subcategory, shed light on the possible solution: human 
guidance is favorable. Such human contacts are favorable for their lively interaction 
flexibly and the process of instruction enhances one’s knowledge and ability and, 
consequently, reduces the risk of losing face. 

 
IV. Discussion 

This study reveals that specific to the Chinese collectivist context adoption of 
service based technology relates to 5 orientations and 12 explanatory sub-categories:  

1. Individual orientation: convenience and uncertainty 

2. Group orientation: desolation and progress 
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3. Relationship orientation: pretty dead, just a machine and cold 

4. Authoritarian orientation: troublesome, incentive and unemployment 

5. Other orientation: unease and guidance 

The category structure is conceptually consistent with the extant literature on the 
Chinese modalities of social orientation. (Yang, 1995) The explanation also reflects 
how attitudes in this context are understood in terms of relationalism to form at the 
gestalt generally and for technology specifically.  

(1)
(2)

(4)

(3)

Self

In-groups

Service Employees

Technology

Unknown Others

 

Overall our findings extend our theoretical understanding of adoption of 
technology based service in a collectivist context. As this line of research explains, we 
believe that it is important to develop an integrated and comprehensive model to 
explain these findings. This responds to calls to develop context specific 
understanding (Parasuraman, 2000; Tsui, 2004, 2006). In this manner our study 
provides an important contribution as context specific interpretation of adoption and 
so provides a sound basis to advance theory (J. W. Berry, 1989) and to develop 
managerial strategy. Understanding Chinese adoption of technology based self-service 
relates to two significant orientations: the individual and social.  

We present an interpretation of our findings in Figure 1. This figure depicts four 
social orientations of the Chinese to technology adoption. Chinese social orientation is 
understood via individual’s connections with four social entities: (1) self and in-group 
members, (2) self and technology; (3) self and service employees and, (4) self and 

Figure 1. Chinese attitudes toward service technology 
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unknown others. Each social entity is presented as a black point and the distance and 
thinness represent the closeness of the tie with the social entities. It should be noted 
that the technology is shown in different color since it is generally considered a valid 
social entity. However, here, we view the technology as a semi social entity here since 
Chinese recognize technology as replacing the human contact. This triggers the 
customers to rethink their connection with technology. This aligns with assumption of 
Chinese relationology. This differs from the individualistic perspective that individual 
defines the relationship. In the interpersonal relationship, Chinese tend to act more 
passively since their primary aim is to fit into the group/relationship rather than 
proactively present self to be accepted by the others. Exclusion by the in-group or any 
connections harms the core of self. They are also inclined to empathically prevent the 
other from social inappropriateness. Therefore, Chinese develop their attentiveness to 
maintain the social/group harmony with others. Guanxi as a psychological contract 
that is malleable and flexible in the nature (Chen and Chne). The boundary between 
of each area is less clear in the figure. We conclude that technology has different 
metaphorical role in each connection to represent its symbolic attributes: relational 
reinforcer, social disabler, relationship destroyer, and humiliator. 

Technology is unfavorable when Chinese customers regard human interactions 
as important since technology is social awkward (i.e., social disablers), damages the 
extant tie with service employee (i.e., relationship destroyer) and may risk customers 
to present one’s lack of knowledge and capability in public (i.e., humiliator). 
Therefore, to these customers, the assessment of technology adoption is relevant to 
the expectation with service offering (i.e., service quality) in the interpersonal 
encounters. However, for other customers who less concern about human encounter or 
those other want to reduce the unnecessary social encounters (i.e., get rid of social 
pressure and seek for comfortableness. Technology encounter can be desirable. 
Technology is also favorable when it acts as relational reinforcer to glue the in-groups. 
These paradoxical perceptions toward technology explain the reservation of the 
Chinese customers toward technology adoption.  

Chinese define themselves through relational connections (X. Chen & C. C. 
Chen, 2004; Yang, 1995). The understanding of the operation of relationship relies on 
a sense of closeness (Stanworth, 2009) that revolves around high context 
communication and management of social status. The operation of these interpersonal 
connections brings flexibility and avoidance of over-emphasis on rigid rules and 
procedure (K.-K. Hwang, 1987). Our findings reveal respondent attitudes as negative 
based on a threat to social orientation fundamental to relationship. Technology 
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mediated encounters redefine and threatens established and understood relational ties 
and these results in negative associations.  

In the present study, the approach we adopted has a number of limitations. First, 
it is possible that there are still categories may influence technology adoption in the 
Chinese context which are yet discovered. Further researcher could redesign the 
scenario to facilitate the data collection and further explore the influences of 
embedded attributes in technology and service setting on the findings. Although we 
cannot consider all the possibilities here, the categories noted should demonstrate the 
usefulness of inclusion social orientation in the adoption literature in the non-western 
context. Second, it should be noted that the categories identified may not be 
independent. In fact, these categories likely covary (e.g., perceived difficulty to use 
may be related to the risk of losing face or further interpersonal guidance is desirable). 
It is also possible that not all categories account for the same impact on adoption. For 
instance, individual orientation may also serve as a necessary condition but no a 
sufficient condition in technology adoption. Further research could investigate the 
interconnections among categories or further quantitative modeling to understand the 
relative importance of each orientation on technology adoption.  
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